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This manuscript explores the shift in melt-out date due to deposited LAP at a Central Himalayan site using AWS data. The paper is fairly well written, and the results presented in the article are interesting. However, I have few minor questions before I can recommend it for publishing.

Question 1:

Page 3, Line 104: Authors mentioned that “data was screened for inconsistencies.” However, no clear methodology has been provided on how the inconsistencies were screened. What makes a data point inconsistent?

Question 2:

Page 4, Line 106: Paper uses median for albedo and SD, while a daily average for other data. Why so? Does it create any impact on results if authors use the daily average for albedo and SD as well?

Question 3:

Page 4, Line110: Paper states, “Using a lower emissivity would result in higher Ts, but will not affect the interpretation of the data.” Why so? Some explanation is needed.
Question 4:

Page 11, Line 309-310: “Compared to other reported values for snow these estimates are high, but are close to those reported for ice.” This statement is not entirely clear and needs more explanation on why such a thing will happen if all parameters are used for snow? Also, provide some references for values reported for snow so that a fair comparison can be made.

Question 5:

Page 14, Line 383-385: Authors mentioned “an overestimation of the melting compared to pristine snow.” How much overestimation and compared to which data? Provide some references for comparison and quantify the overestimation.

General comments:

Minimal references are provided in many places, especially in the Introduction. Including suitable and more recent references make it easier for comparison and improvement made from previous studies. Some references in the manuscript are quite old and do not reflect the current state of knowledge with associated research. Here are few key references, which authors should consider including in the manuscript (List is not exhaustive):


Lee, W.-L., Liou, K. N., He, C., Liang, H.-C., Wang, T.-C., Li, Q., Liu, Z., & Yue, Q. (2017). Impact of absorbing aerosol deposition on snow albedo reduction over the southern

